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Clark, W. C. and Dickson, N. M. *Sustainability Science: the emerging research program*. PNAS, 2006. 100(14): 8059-8061. (3)


Meadows, D. Thinking in Systems: A Primer (Chapters 1, 2, 4). 2008. White River Junction, Chelsea Green (selected parts only; pdf will be made available). ISBN: 1603580557, 9781603580557 (94)
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1 Note: Shared first authorship

Total number of pages: 388

First authors assumed to identify themselves as female are highlighted in blue.

Literature gender imbalance justification (5 of 27 female first authorship): After several years, I have finally narrowed the reading list to something that is informative (for students) for each individual course theme/block as well as foundational readings for the course. I suggest that revisit this issue I the process of redeveloping the LUMES program (since it hasn’t been decided that we will continue with this course).